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Overview



Do I need a website?

My friend told me I 
should be on Facebook, 

what do you think?

How can I 
integrate my 

invoicing with 
my 

bookkeeping?

I think I need a 
CRM, how can 

I get one?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the common questions that small business owners and managers ask SCORE’s mentors every day.  Our goal with this seminar is to answer them and many others by explaining the key terminology and issues along with the features and benefits of technology tools and resources that are available today.



Overview

Why Does Tech Matter?

• Reduce costs

• More oversight

• Wider reach

OPPORTUNITIES AVOID

• Investing in tech 
without direct benefit

• Shifting focus to tech 
and away from 
customers

What are some others?
7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business technology provides many opportunities for small businesses to become more efficient and effective. Here are some of the things business technology can help small business owners do:  Reduce costsImprove profitabilityMonitor income and inventoryBudget effectivelyMeasure business objectives and customer satisfactionStreamline processesReach a wider audienceHowever, small business owners must be cautious of making some common mistakes with technology. When implementing technology, be careful not to: Increase costs with no direct benefitAdd technology for its own sakeFocus on technology over fundamentals such as operations, customer service, and salesUse technology as an excuse (“I just don’t understand technology” or “We can’t afford technology”)



Overview

Common Technology Myths

 “Small businesses can’t afford technology.”

 “Technology can’t do what it promises. I’ve been burned before by 
false technology promises.”

 “Technology will put my business at risk. My customer data/trade 
secrets will be stolen.”

 “My problem isn’t with technology, it’s with getting my customers to 
pay. Technology can’t help with that.”

 “My product/service can’t be sold using technology.”
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Presentation Notes
For many small business owners, myths or misconceptions about technology can hold them back from exploring how technology could help their businesses. Let’s take a look at some common myths about technology that many small business owners believe.“Small businesses can’t afford technology.”There are many technology solutions that are low-cost or even free. Tools such as online backup and storage of your data, or secure transfer and exchange of large files, can cost just a few dollars a month. Collaboration tools like Google Docs, communication tools like Messenger and Skype, and marketing tools like Facebook are free. To truly determine the cost of technology, you need to determine specifically what your business needs and cost out solutions, just as you would with any business investment. Whatever your needs, there are options at a wide range of price points.  Or ask yourself: “What is the cost associated with not using technology to help your business succeed?”“Technology can’t do what it promises. I’ve been burned before by false technology promises.”Maybe this isn’t a myth. It might be true that you’ve been burned. But does that mean you’ll be burned every time you try to implement technology in your business? Working through a challenge and coming up with a solution that you think will solve your problems, only to find that the solution doesn’t do anything to help, is a frustration that many of us have felt. If you have been burned once by implementing a technology solution that did not work, that does not necessarily mean you’ll be burned the next time. But it does mean you need to learn from past experience. Figure out what mistakes were made and how to avoid them next time. “Technology will put my business at risk. My customer data or trade secrets will be stolen.”Safety and security are crucial for any business. Databases store and retrieve valuable information. Protecting data, especially customer data, is imperative to helping your small business succeed.  Data must be protected and controlled at the source, which is the database. Database security is at the forefront of technology concerns, and many technology solutions have the most stringent means of protecting sensitive information such as customer data and intellectual property.  It’s also important to protect your intellectual property. Using technology in your small business does not mean that you have to put unprotected trade secrets out there for the world to take. Taking precautions through appropriate network security and use of copyright will help protect your trade secrets.“My problem isn’t with technology; it’s with getting my customers to pay. Technology can’t help with that.”Getting customers to pay in a timely manner can make or break a business. As you look at your current means of collecting payments from customers, what are the incentives you have for customers to pay you in a timely manner? Do you provide discounts for early payment? Do you tack on fees and accrued interest for any late payments? In reality, there are many technology solutions that can make it simpler and easier for customers to pay you on time. “My product/service can’t be sold using technology.” Technology can help drive the sales of almost any type of product. If you own a retail store, adding an ecommerce website can help you sell more products without opening a second location or hiring additional sales clerks. If you sell a service or a big-ticket product such as furniture, you may think that you need salespeople interacting directly with customers in order to make the sale. In reality, there are many consumers who prefer researching products online and making the purchase online without ever talking to a salesperson. Using technology can give you access to this substantial group.  Even if the final sale can’t be closed without an actual salesperson, using technology can move you closer to closing the sale. For instance, you could add technology tools such as a form that customers fill out online to have a salesperson call them; a form to schedule appointments; or online chat with your customer service representatives to answer questions. And, of course, advertising and marketing your business online can help drive more customers to your store, business and website where they will potentially make a purchase. 



Overview

Translating Business Opportunities Into 
Technology Solutions

What are your business 
opportunities or issues?

SWOT Analysis & Business Process Map 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does this mean for your businesses? How do you translate your goals into technology solutions that will help your business? Refer to the Business Process Map and SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) Analysis worksheets. If you have your own versions of the SWOT– great! Use what you feel comfortable with.Using these tools, you can create the link between your business processes and tasks and the goals you are hoping to achieve through technology.  

https://score.box.com/s/ebuf9h1i07ya5rauozxs
https://score.box.com/s/pncmfaxvwishoykw7l51


Overview

ResultsGoals/
Issues Solutions

 Broaden my 
Customer Base

 Increase visibility 
of my brand

 Grow market 
share

 Increase sales

 Grow my business

Solutions
• Launch a website to

highlight my product or
service

 Use social media to get 
the word out about my 
business

 Provide an e-commerce       
tool to allow easy 
payment options for 
purchase 

 Offer a collaboration tool 
to allow customers to 
provide feedback
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Presentation Notes
In our example, we have identified the goal of:  Broaden my customer baseAnd have identified four results of achieving that goal:    increase visibility of my brand,  grow market share, increase sales, and grow my businessBut now we need to know how we will get there. To do this we must look at solutions - the individual components that will allow you to achieve their goal. Let’s look at some possible solutions that will help us get the results we have identified:  Launch a website to highlight their product or service,Use social media to spread the word about their business,Provide an e-commerce tool to allow easy payment options for purchase, or Offer a collaboration tool to allow customers to provide feedback  You can see these solutions specify how we will achieve each result that leads to the overall goal in our example. As we look at this model of Goals, Results & Solutions, it is important to keep in mind that the Goals must be determined first, the Results second, and the Solutions last. If you do this in any other order, you may not get the results you are looking for.   Many small business owners are inundated with information on how the latest technology will help them with their businesses. As a result, many get lost in a sea of features that never link to specific results or goals. This creates confusion and frustration, keeping you from making clear decisions to solve business challenges.   SCORE encourages the use of this Goals, Results, & Solutions model in the decisions you are facing today. This model will help create a roadmap to navigate your way to the perfect technology solution for your business. 



Overview

What is the goal of marketing?

• Find Customers?
• Create Brand Awareness?
• ???

• Notably, will you be where your customers 
are looking?

11
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Presentation Notes
Most everyone understands the key goals of marketing, but the major question today is are you marketing where your customers are looking?



WHO’S YOUR AUDIENCE?
* Coming of Age Population 

(est.)
Characteristics

Depression Era 1930 – 1939 9M** • Conservative
• Patriotic
• Moral, etc..

WWII 1940 – 1945 9M** • Defeat Axis Power
• Deferment, contrast to Gen X

Post-War 1946-1963 37M** • Opportunities, Job, Education
• Cold War
• Value security, comfort and familiar

Baby Boomer I 1963 – 1972 33M • Kennedy, MLK, Civil Rights
• Protested and in War

Baby Boomer II 1973 – 1983 49M • Lost trust in Government
• Skepticism in media
• Not as many opportunities as Boomer I
• I’m  out for me

Generation X 1988 – 1994 41M • High level of skepticism
• What’s in it for me
• Best educated
• Strong users of technology

Generation Y 1998 – 2006 71M • Sophisticated
• Very tech wise
• Aided by CATV, Internet, etc..
• Immune to traditional marketing & sales 

Generation Z 2013 - 2020 29M** • Highest level of tech
* Excerpts from Socialmarketing.org

** Adjusted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gen X – Y will primarily or only use technology to make buy and sell decisions – more than half of the current population.



Overview
2/3 of those under 45 did not read a newspaper 

yesterday

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since most small businesses can’t afford TV or radio ads, social media and internet marketing are likely the only affordable means to reach the majority of their prospects.



Overview

What We’ll Cover

Websites
• Web Presence 
• Using Data 

(Analytics)
• Search Engine 

Advertising

eMarketing
• Local Search 

Engines
• Email & CRM
• Social Media
• Blogs

Finances
• Collecting 

Payments
• Bookkeeping
• Operational 

Aids

14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This list is not exhaustive; you can refer to the associated printed materials for more information as well as www.score.org for videos, worksheets and templates. 



Websites



Web Presence

Search Engine Advertising

Using Data (Analytics)

16



Does Every Business NEED a Website?

- Businesses with an online presence can expect to 
grow 40% faster than those without

- Add credibility to your online presence – 50% of 
small businesses have a website

- Gather valuable customer information via web 
analytics

No….but consider:

17
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Presentation Notes
Be found on the internet (91% of people search online for a business). Many people are now using mobile phones to look up businesses on the go. Own your brand: If you are on Facebook, Yelp, etc. that is great – but you are still part of that company’s brand. Own how people see your business using your own website. Add credibility to your online presence: If you do not have a website, people might be unsure as to whether you are still in business. They might think your business isn’t doing well enough to warrant you creating a site. Gather useful customer information via web analytics: With analytics, you can see where visitors to your site have come from on the web, where they are located in the world, what pages they look at or don’t look at, what products they might be interested in….and more. Then you can use that data to better market to them and to attract new customers. 



Step 1: Get a Web Address

Check to see if the business’s name is taken:
• GoDaddy.com
• Hover.com
• Register.com
• DomainNames.com

A web address (also called domain name) 
will only cost about $10 per year

18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Web address (also called a URL or domain name) is what users type in to go to your website. Ideally, you’ll want it to be the same as your business name. To see if your business’s name is already taken, visit any site that sells domain names and/or Web hosting services. (You don’t have to purchase your domain name from a site to use its search feature.)Sites you can use include:  GoDaddy.comHover.comRegister.comDomainNames.comIf your desired domain name is available, buying it will only cost about $10 per year. (Be sure to renew your domain name every year, or you could lose the rights to it.)

http://www.godaddy.com/
http://www.hover.com/
http://www.register.com/
http://www.domainnames.com/


Step 1: Get a Web Address

Tips:
- Keep it short, remember someone must type it 

precisely
- Make the address memorable
- If the business name is taken, use keywords
- Hyphens are ok (ex. pizza-by-evan.com)
- Avoid intentional misspellings (u vs. you) that might 

make it difficult to remember or find
- Use the appropriate domain name extension

19
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Presentation Notes
If your desired domain name isn’t available, try these tips to create one:  Avoid intentional misspellings (u vs. you) that might make your URL difficult to remember or find.Keep your domain name as short as possible—it will be easier for users to remember and type.You can use hyphens (i.e. pizza-by-evan.com).If your business name is taken, use keywords.Make the address memorable.Use the appropriate domain name extension. The most desirable extension for businesses is still .com, so try to avoid any name that requires extensions such as .net or .biz.  Alternatively, if you have to make some compromises to get what you like, then buy several and point them all to your single website. 



Step 1: Get a Web Address

Domain Name Extensions:
.com – global standard for businesses
.net – great alternative to .com, fairly established
.org – global standard for nonprofits
.us – for organizations that highlight American pride (like 
veterans orgs)
.biz – newer for businesses, not as widely used or as credible as 
.com or .net
.tv – newer, used for web videos
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Presentation Notes
These are the most popular domain name extensions (strictly speaking, they are called Top Level Domains [TLD’s]).While .com is still overwhelmingly the most popular for a business, you usually should not choose a very long name just to get dot com.  Remember that the customer has to remember to type it precisely in its entirety.



Step 2: Outline Your Site

5 basic pages:
- Home
- About Us
- Products &/or 

Services
- Why Us?, e.g., Testimonials
- Help, e.g., FAQ’s, Manuals, Samples, Contact

Main points:
- Don’t get stuck on the content, 

just get something up there
- Everything can be updated as 

needed
- Refer back to the goal of the site

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Home: What do you want the customer to do? This should be a call to action – “Make a reservation”, “Call for a quote”, “Donate”About: This is where you tell the story of the business. Why did you start it? Who do you serve? What motivates you? Help people connect with you and your business.Products/Services: What do you sell, and how much does it cost?Testimonials: Brag about awards and include quotes from happy customers.Contact: Again, what is the call to action? You don’t necessarily just want a form there. Maybe you want people to stop by if you are a retail location or restaurant. Maybe you want people to call or email. If possible, analyze some sites (SCORE clients):http://www.kombuchick.com/http://www.theupsstorelocal.com/4997/Quick TipDon’t obsess about the content on your website. Something is better than nothing, so focus on getting the basic information up, knowing that it can all be updated later as needed.



Home

About Us

Why Us? Help Us Help 
Yourself

Product & 
Services

• Management background
• Email addresses
• Map & directions
• Contact form

• Enticing blurbs summarizing the key sub-pages

• What you offer
• Benefits of key features
• Pricing and delivery
• Organize wide, not deep

• Your discriminators
• Testimonials
• Ask the Experts

• Common for
not-for-profits

• How to donate, etc.

• FAQ’s
• Installation Videos
• Helpful Links
• Samples/specs

• Draft metatags
for each page

• Title
• Description
• Keywords

Step 2 – Outline Your Site 

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide expands on examples of typical subordinate webpages for each major website heading.It also advocates that the client should document his ideas for each webpage by writing down its title, description, and the keywords that it anticipates a potential customer might type into a search engine in order to find that page.  For completeness, these details go into some special fields called metatags on every webpage that are, in turn, critical to how a webpage is displayed on search engines and in a browser.



Step 3: Build Your Site

DIY
Make it 
yourself
• PROS: Easy, 

inexpensive, fast

• CONS: Less able to 
tailor, less 
advanced site

CONTRACT
Hire an 
individual
• PROS: More 

tailored site, able 
to work closely 
with someone

• CONS: May not 
include support/
maintenance

COMMERCIAL
Hire a company
• PROS: More support,  

more options

• CONS: May have less 
control over content 
and hosting, could be 
very expensive

23
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Presentation Notes
DIY: If you feel comfortable online and your website needs are fairly basic, you may choose to create your own website. This doesn’t necessarily require tech know-how; many companies today offer website design templates that are easy to use even without any programming knowledge. DIY design can enable you to create a website cheaply and quickly. Some options to consider include GoDaddy.com, Wix.com , Weebly.com, 1and1.com, and webhosting.att.com. On the downside, unless you have enough technical know-how to customize your DIY site, it will be more generic and less tailored to your business. It may also be harder to add advanced features such as e-commerce. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR: Hiring an independent contractor can be an affordable option for small businesses that need more advanced or more customized sites than a DIY template can offer. If you hire a local contractor, you’ll be able to work closely with them and explain your needs. On the downside, an independent contractor relationship may not offer ongoing support or site maintenance. COMMERCIAL WEBSITE DESIGN COMPANY: Using a commercial website design company such as Deluxe.com, Web.com or webhosting.att.com offers you a wide range of options, from simple sites created with templates to custom sites tailored for your business. You will also enjoy ongoing support and maintenance. On the downside, it may be harder to make changes to your content going forward since you may not have the option to do it yourself. Using commercial companies can also be more expensive than hiring an independent contractor. 



Step 4: Create Content

- Don’t start from scratch!
- Use business plan, email to friend, even record a 

conversation and play it back to get ideas for what to write

- Stick to 300 max per page and 50 words per 
paragraph – more than that is harder to read

- For photos, if you can’t afford a photographer, use 
your smart phone or purchase some stock photos. 
Something is better than nothing.
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Presentation Notes
“Content” refers to any written material on your website, including articles, blogs, titles, headings, product descriptions, your “About Us” page and more. When creating content for your site, you don’t have to start from scratch. For example, you can borrow wording from your business plan for your “About Us” page. Stuck about what to write? Brainstorm with employees, your business partners or even your friends to come up with ideas.  As you create content, keep these tips in mind: Keep it short. A maximum of 300 words per Web page and 50 words per paragraph is best; more than that is hard to read online. Use headlines, subheads, numbered lists or bullet points to break up longer text into the short chunks that online readers prefer.Use keywords that customers might use when searching for businesses like yours. Keep your target customer in mind and write content relevant to their interests. Always include a call to action, such as encouraging users to click on a link, view your products or call your business for more information. Photos attract users. If you can’t afford a professional photographer, use your smartphone to take your own photos, or purchase stock photos online.



GoDaddy.com, Wix.com , Weebly.com, 1and1.com, 
and AT&T provide easy drag & drop design templates

Wix & Weebly develop in HTML5                           
– important for mobility

 Low Cost for Development
Guarantees a Low Rate of Down Time
Wix & Weebly are mostly free
GoDaddy & 1and1 & AT&T charge $10-20/mo.

Do It Yourself Development

25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the major hosting sites offer easy-to-use drag and drop templates allowing anyone who can use a word-processor, like Microsoft Word, to create professional-looking, effective websites.  It is quick and has minimal costs.

http://www.godaddy.com/
http://www.wix.com/
http://www.weebly.com/
http://www.1and1.com/
http://webhosting.att.com/
http://www.wix.com/
http://www.weebly.com/
http://www.godaddy.com/
http://www.1and1.com/
http://webhosting.att.com/


Step 5: Publish and Promote
• Make sure you have a mobile version of the site. 

– Many “do it yourself” builders include this automatically or as an 
option. 

– Some features to look for/consider:
• Click to call,
• Clickable map to get directions,
• Click to make a reservation
• You get the idea!

• Social Media: mention your site whenever it makes sense in a 
post, and be sure to have your web address in the company info 
section.

• Traditional Marketing: include your web address on 
brochures, your business card, billboard – anywhere you are 
promoting your site.

26
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Presentation Notes
When your site is completed and you are satisfied with it, it will be “published” (i.e., become visible to the general public on the Internet).  If you are working with an independent contractor or a commercial company, they should have a checklist or sign-off process in place to make sure you’re happy with the site before they publish it.  Once your site is published, promote it in all your advertising and marketing materials. Include your website URL in your email signature; on marketing collateral such as brochures, flyers and business cards; in radio or cable TV ads and in print ads. 55% of adult cell phone owners go online using their phone.  So, today, many people use mobile phones or tablets to look up information about businesses, either at home or on the go.  As a result, it’s important to make sure your business website is mobile-friendly.  Many do-it-yourself templates and commercial website developers include this either automatically or as an option.  Some features to consider that will help mobile users get the most from your mobile site include a click-to-call button, a clickable map to get directions, and a button users can click to make an appointment or reservation. 



Other Services to Consider
Hosting:
• Do not leave hosting with your developer
• 1and1, Purehost, rackspace, and GoDaddy are among good 

providers

Graphic Design:
• Provide for mobility, e.g., both Apple & Android
• Videos and large photos will slow down your site
• Important content, including call for action, should be “above the 

fold”

Maintenance:
• Keep current re software and tools like databases
• Avoid viruses and malware

27
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Presentation Notes
HOSTING: KEEPS IT RUNNING (UPTIME) Should be 99.999% of the time. WHY IS UPTIME IMPORTANT? Amazon loses $1 – $2 million for every hour it is down. Uptime InsuranceSHARED:  Least expensiveDEDICATED: Lease all equipment, Only site on server, provider responsible for all administrationWe recommend 1and1, Purehost, rackspace and GoDaddy.Don’t leave hosting with a commercial developerGRAPHIC DESIGN:PROVIDE FOR MOBILITY;  MUST WORK ON APPLE AS WELL AS VARIOUS ANDROID PRODUCTSPHOTOS & MOVING OBJECTS SLOW SITE DOWNMUST HAVE MOST IMPORTANT CONTENT ABOVE THE FOLDPROVIDE EASY ACCESS FOR CALL TO ACTIONMAINTENANCE:Upgrades to software and/or databaseAvoiding viruses 

http://www.1and1.com/
http://www.purehost.com/
http://www.rackspace.com/
http://www.godaddy.com/


Web Presence

Search Engine Advertising

Using Data (Analytics)

28



Analytics
Website analytics can answer the following questions:

• Who is coming to your website?
• What are they buying?
• What pages are they going to?
• Where are they coming from?
• When are they coming to your site?
• How many “click-throughs”?
• How long are they staying & what is the abandonment 

rate?

29
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Presentation Notes
If you have a business website, using Web analytics can help you understand who your customers are, what they want and how well your website is meeting their needs. Web analytics means reporting, collecting, measuring and analyzing Web data. Things you may want to know about your website and its users include: Who is coming to your website?What sites are they coming from?What days and times are they coming to your site?How many click on links in your site? How long do they stay on your site?What are they buying?There are many other data points your business can monitor, from your most popular Web pages to the cities and states where your visitors live. Your goals for your business website will determine what data to measure. For instance, if you own a restaurant and you want to attract a lot of local customers to your website to look up your menu, hours and directions, you might want to measure what cities website visitors are coming from. If you find that most of your visitors live across country and can’t actually come to your restaurant, that could lead you to change your sales and marketing tactics to reach out to more local prospects. If you have an e-commerce site, you might want to measure your “bounce rate” (the number of visitors who come to your site, then leave without ever going to a second page). A high bounce rate would be bad news, meaning that customers aren’t sticking around to shop, and might lead you to redesign your home page to be more appealing, use more calls to action or otherwise spur more shopping. Google Analytics is a free tool that measures just about everything you might want to know about your website. Google also offers a wealth of information about how to use Google Analytics.   Of course, all the other search engines like Bing, Yahoo, Ask, etc., as well as social media sites like Facebook and LinkedIn offer similar analytics.



Typical Analytics Dashboard
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Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a typical Google Analytics Dashboard.  Starting from the upper left, moving down and to the right, you’ll find:Your number of daily visitorsThe % that are 1st time visitorsThe % that are mobileThe average time a visitor spends on your siteThe towns your visitors came fromThe type of traffic, e.g., direct, organic, referral, paid, email, etc.Which sources are most effective, i.e., they have the lowest bounce rate.



Example “Visitor Flow” Analytics

50% drop-off is typical, 80-90% needs investigation
Investigate for differences between source types, e.g., see if paid ads are worthwhile
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Presentation Notes
This is a typical visitor flow diagram that shows you how customers move through your website.  Starting from the left with their town of origin (which is just one example data type), it shows which pages are most popular. As you move to the right, you can see where the customers went next, including those that dropped off.  You can highlight a single path and follow it for more detail.  By the way, 50% drop-off is quite typical and nothing to worry about.



Example Detail Source Tracking

Tracking Paid Ad Visitor Flow
32
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Presentation Notes
Here we’re tracking 88 users in the last month from a single source, Goggle paid ads (AdWords), as they travel through a local SCORE website.  About 2/3 of the home page visitors just review what SCORE offers.  A dozen move on to investigate and/or download a popular guide to developing a business plan.  Four others each proceed down other paths investigating requesting a mentor, reviewing local workshops, or checking out our online webinars.  Another eight went directly to review our local workshops listing.  The high drop-off of the latter can be misleading because they have to leave our site to find out more details and register for a workshop.  Obviously these details vary a bit from month to month for this site and would be totally different for any other site.



Web Presence

Search Engine Advertising

Using Data (Analytics)
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Example AdWords Keywords
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Presentation Notes
It turns out that these 90 or so click-thru’s came from about 6500 impressions.  However, based on other analytics, we know that those impressions only represented about 1/6 of our potential.  We lost our chance to show our ads to another 65% of our potential because of our daily, or monthly budget limitations.  There was another 20% of potential viewers where we simply got outbid for display due to our per click limit, e.g., see the comment on the 4th item in the list. Note also that the most popular keywords relate to searching for online resources, e.g., sample business plans or ideas, rather than mentoring or seminars per se.  However, the prior slide showed that several users pursued the latter after they saw the totality of our service offerings. 



eMarketing



Local Search Directories

Social Media

Blogs

eMail & CRM
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Local Search Directories
“Local search is the natural evolution of traditional off-line 

advertising…to the web.” 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_search_(Internet)

WHAT + WHERE = Local Search

General: Yahoo!, Google, Bing, YellowPages

Industry-specific: Yelp for restaurants,  Angie’s List for service 
and health care providers
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Presentation Notes
Even the YellowPages is online now, and is a good symbol for how local search evolved from traditional advertising methods.  www.yellowpages.com A benefit and challenge to local search over traditional advertising is the addition of real time reviews for a given business. Your clients should be aware of what people are saying about them. Their business might be on a local search engine without them even knowing. Yelp is largely used (and known) for finding local restaurants, but they have expanded to other categories, including doctors and service providers.You may find your business already listed on local search directories; many directories add information about local businesses on their own. However, it’s important to make sure the information is accurate and complete. Here’s how:Visit the site to “claim” your listing.Verify that the information on the site is accurate and correct any errors.If information is missing, fill in the basics such as your business’s physical and email address, hours, and phone number. Then add “extras” such as pictures of your business and staff, a detailed description of your business, directions to your location, and any other information that will appeal to customers. Once your business is listed on key sites, be sure to monitor your listings regularly to keep them updated and respond to reviews. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_search_(Internet)
http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/local-listings/basic-listing/
http://www.google.com/business/
https://www.bingbusinessportal.com/
http://www.yellowpages.com/
http://www.yelp.com/
http://www.angieslist.com/


How to Find Your Business Online
• Brandify.com has a 30-day free trial that’s often sufficient for 

small businesses
• Yext.com (& Brandify & Localworks &…) provides a single 

location to update your listings on multiple sites, but costs 
$20-$50 per month

• Getlisted.org includes major sites and is free inexpensive
• Google/Bing/Yahoo! are individual but free
• In fact, listings on most all “online yellow-pages” sites are free 

if managed individually 
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Presentation Notes
Listings on most local search directories are free if you manage them individually. If you need to update your listings frequently, however, this can become time-consuming. Tools such as Brandify, Localworks and Yext.com provide a single location where you can update your listings on multiple sites for a fee, typically $20+ per month. Getlisted.org is a free cheaper option that includes most major sites. 

http://www.brandify.com/
http://www.yext.com/
http://www.brandify.com/
http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/localworks/
http://www.getlisted.org/
https://www.google.com/business/placesforbusiness/index.html
https://www.bingplaces.com/
http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/local-listings/basic-listing/


How to Find Your Business Online

• Brandify.com has a 30-day free trial that’s often sufficient for 
small businesses

• Yext.com (& Brandify & Localworks &…) provides a single 
location to update your listings on multiple sites, but costs 
$20-$50 per month

• Getlisted.org includes major sites and is free inexpensive
• Google/Bing/Yahoo! are individual but free
• In fact, listings on most all “online yellow-pages” sites are free 

if managed individually 
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Listings on most local search directories are free if you manage them individually. If you need to update your listings frequently, however, this can become time-consuming. Tools such as Brandify, Localworks and Yext.com provide a single location where you can update your listings on multiple sites for a fee, typically $20+ per month. Getlisted.org is a free option that includes most major sites. 

http://www.brandify.com/
http://www.yext.com/
http://www.brandify.com/
http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/localworks/
http://www.getlisted.org/
https://www.google.com/business/placesforbusiness/index.html
https://www.bingplaces.com/
http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/local-listings/basic-listing/


WHAT WHERE

REVIEWS

Almost All “Yellow-Pages” Sites Now Include Reviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Listing sites, such as Yelp, are basically an updated version of the “Yellow Pages” in a phone book. As already noted, even Yellow Pages is online now!Listings sites typically have the same type of content: a place to enter what you are looking for (type of business) and your location. Then you can read reviews for businesses that meet the criteria you selected. 



Typical Business Listing
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This is an example of a business’s listing. The top half provides information about the business, such as the location (the “WHERE”) and answers to some standard questions: “Good for Groups”, “Parking”, “Ambiance” (the “WHAT”). 



Typical Review Detail
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Here is the lower portion of the page, where you can find the reviews. Most users know that any business might have a negative listing. Often, businesses will reply, apologizing for the bad experience and offering an incentive to come back. Sometimes the original poster might post a new, more positive review after going back another time. Generally, it’s not a good practice to argue or disagree with a negative review. 
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Most Sales Come From Existing Customers

• Acquiring a new customer costs 6-7 times the 
cost of retaining an existing one, per Bain & Company

• Probability of selling to a new customer: 5-20%
• Probability of selling to an existing customer: 

60-70%, per Marketing Metrics
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Where do businesses get most of their sales from? Existing customers – so we need an emphasis on engagement and keeping in touch. As you assess which areas of your sales strategy can benefit most from new technology, keep in mind that most of a business’s sales come not from new customers, but from existing customers. According to statistics from Bain & Company, it costs 6 to 7 times more to acquire a new customer than to retain an existing one. In addition, according to Marketing Metrics, while the probability of selling to a new prospect is just 5 percent to 20 percent, the probability of selling to an existing customer is 60 percent to 70 percent. For best results, focus on ways that technology can help you engage with and stay in touch with existing customers to keep them coming back. 



Email Marketing

Email is important as almost everyone uses email. 
Great ROI ($45 for each $1 invested)*

• Constant Contact is a market leader
• MailChimp is free if less than 2000 addresses
• iContact is top-rated by toptenreviews.com
• Vertical Response is yet another good player
• Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems 
also typically support bulk emailing's
• Others, e.g., Campaigner

* SCORE’s Email Marketing Best Practices Guide:
http://volunteer.score.org/vc/email-online-marketing-resources45

Presenter
Presentation Notes
91%+ of internet users read email. You can send customers email announcements of sales, special offers or email newsletters.  Email newsletters are a powerful sales and marketing tool, and are very inexpensive. To simplify email marketing, many small business owners use email marketing services.  Mainly they get around your ISP’s restriction on bulk emailings, e.g., most all ISP’s normally limit you to no more than 100 per hour.   Popular services include Constant Contact, Campaigner, iContact, MailChimp and Vertical Response. 

http://www.constantcontact.com/
http://www.mailchimp.com/
http://www.icontact.com/
http://email-marketing-service-review.toptenreviews.com/
http://www.verticalresponse.com/
http://www.campaigner.com/
http://volunteer.score.org/vc/email-online-marketing-resources


Email Marketing

Building Your List
- Have a sign up sheet at the cash register or at 

events you attend.
- Collect business cards. 
- Getting permission to add people to your list 

is good business practice
- Legally, you’re only required to have a “pre-existing 

business relationship” and to provide an “opt-out”
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Email is one of the most effective marketing methods around. Why? Because almost everyone uses it—in fact, 91 percent of Internet users read email.  Email also has a great return on investment (ROI), returning $45 for each $1 invested .  To get started with email marketing, begin by collecting email addresses of customers and prospects. There are several ways to do this: Have a sign-up sheet at the cash register or at events you attend.Ask for customers’ email addresses at the point of purchase.Collect business cards. Put a button or form on your website where users can subscribe to get emails from your business.



Email Newsletters Are Powerful & Cheap

• Mainly requires a prior “relationship” with recipients
• Services keep you “legal” re SPAM

– Enable unrestricted delivery rate with the required opt-out
– www.constantcontact.com and www.swiftpage.com
– www.mailchimp.com is free for < 2000 addresses

• Powerful feedback provided
– Who opened and when
– Specifically, what links were clicked and by whom/when
– Enables tailored follow-up, e.g., discounts limited to only 

those that you already know have an interest
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Email marketing services streamline the email process, provide attractive design templates you can use, and ensure you are complying with the FTC’s CAN-SPAM laws regarding digital solicitation.  They also provide analytics tools you can use to view information such as how many people subscribe or unsubscribe, which newsletters get opened, and which elements get clicked on.  This helps you modify future email newsletters for better results and tailor follow-up emails to customers’ interests.  For example, you can limit your exposure for discounts to just those customers that have already shown an interest in a specific product.  Nevertheless, it is important that most of your newsletter content be helpful to the customer, rather than a direct sales pitch.  The goal is to become a trusted source of help.  Sales will then naturally follow.

http://www.constantcontact.com/
http://www.swiftpage.com/
http://www.mailchimp.com/


Email Newsletters Are Powerful & Cheap

• Mainly requires a prior “relationship” with recipients
• Services keep you “legal” re SPAM

– Enable unrestricted delivery rate with the required opt-out
– www.constantcontact.com and www.swiftpage.com
– www.mailchimp.com is free for < 2000 addresses

• Powerful feedback provided
– Who opened and when
– Specifically, what links were clicked and by whom/when
– Enables tailored follow-up, e.g., discounts limited to only 

those that you already know have an interest
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Email marketing services streamline the email process, provide attractive design templates you can use, and ensure you are complying with the FTC’s CAN-SPAM laws regarding digital solicitation.  They also provide analytics tools you can use to view information such as how many people subscribe or unsubscribe, which newsletters get opened, and which elements get clicked on.  This helps you modify future email newsletters for better results and tailor follow-up emails to customers’ interests.  For example, you can limit your exposure for discounts to just those customers that have already shown an interest in a specific product.  Nevertheless, it is important that most of your newsletter content be helpful to the customer, rather than a direct sales pitch.  The goal is to become a trusted source of help.  Sales will then naturally follow.

http://www.constantcontact.com/
http://www.swiftpage.com/
http://www.mailchimp.com/


Customer Relationship Management (CRM) Software 
is What It Says It Is

• Features:  
– Combines all records of all interactions in one place
– Expanded customer demographics
– Integrates your customer communication systems
– Automate tasks that can impact your bottom line

• Benefits:  
– All staff has access to the entire customer story
– Customers do not have to repeat their story with each new staff 

contact
– Get insight into your business in minutes
– Simplifies Marketing efforts

• “Free” providers: Insightly
• Market leaders:  Salesforce, ZOHO Online, Highrise
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Features:  Besides the obvious customer details like name and address, where possible these systems capture email addresses and phone numbers to enable electronic bids and invoicing and receipts.  They often allow scanning and capture of customer correspondence associated with any given sale along with any notes made relating to telephone interactions.  Of course, the crowning jewel of customer information is their total consolidated purchase and service history.Benefits:  Customers nowadays almost expect a business to have such a consolidated record of their interactions.  Notably, they strongly dislike having to repeat their story relating to an issue with a purchase to each new staff member they subsequently contact.  From the business’s perspective, this purchase and interaction history allows sales and marketing to specifically target each customers demonstrated likes and interests.  It’s no longer a shotgun, but a rifle.“Free” specialized:  Insightly is a nicely featured CRM system that offers a free version for smaller businesses, but scales up easily as the business grows.Market Leader:  Salesforce is likely the most well-known, cloud based CRM system.  ZOHO Online is a popular, more affordable alternative. Highrise is another.

http://www.insightly.com/
https://www.salesforce.com/
http://www.zoho.com/crm/
https://highrisehq.com/
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Social Media Overview
Information and conversations guided, not controlled by the 
company
• Remember, you cannot win an argument on the internet
• Don’t participate unless you really believe the customer is 

always right

Compares to word of mouth recommendations or criticism 
among people. 

Goals: 
• Participate regularly and encourage positive conversations
• Establish credibility and become a trusted leader
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Social Media is an environment where information and conversations are going on that are not necessarily controlled by the company, unlike the case in traditional advertising.  It compares to word of mouth recommendations or criticism among people.  The goal is to participate and encourage positive conversations about the company and/or its products, ideally to achieve sales growth.  Establishing credibility and becoming a trusted leader is a goal.  There are numerous channels with the list growing daily; however there are several main channels.



Which Social Media Site to Use?
• Are prospective customers on the site?
(average age, gender, location of user)

• What kind of content are you going to share?
(events, deals, articles, press releases, videos, photos, etc.) 

– Focus on being helpful & establishing trust
• Sales will naturally follow

– Stale content is indeed worse than no content
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If there is a focus on being helpful & establishing trust, then sales will naturally follow. It’s also important to remember that stale content is worse than having nothing. 



Which Site to Use?

http://blog.bufferapp.com/social-media-in-2013-user-demographics-for-twitter-facebook-pinterest-and-instagram
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Facebook is the 800-pound gorilla of the social media world, having 2/3 of internet users participate, e.g., mostly women and young adults.  Twitter, Pinterest, and Instagram participants each have 15% or so of the user community, again with varying demographics that you should match to your customer base.

http://blog.bufferapp.com/social-media-in-2013-user-demographics-for-twitter-facebook-pinterest-and-instagram


www.facebook.com/business/

Facebook is the Place to Start
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Facebook is the largest social network by far, home to the majority of social media users and a wide range of age groups and demographics. Some small businesses even use Facebook as their main communication tool or as a replacement for a business website.  Facebook users create their own “page” on Facebook, where they share posts, photos, videos and links. Users see a “News Feed” that posts the latest on what their other Facebook friends are doing. To get started on Facebook, set up a free Facebook page for your business.  First, you have to set up a personal page.  Then, you are allowed to set up Business pages that follow slightly different usage rules.  Just click on the create page link at the bottom of your personal page to get started.   Fill in basics such as contact information, photos, and images. Once your page is set up, Facebook offers lots of tools to help you drive traffic.  For example, you can download the Facebook Badge and put it in your business’s storefront to let customers know you’re on Facebook, or post a Facebook button on your website so customers can easily “like” your business.Post on your Facebook page regularly so new content shows up in your fans’ News Feeds.  Posts could include news about your business, upcoming events, photos or videos, informal surveys or special deals.  Make sure what you post has value to your customers.  Facebook provides free analytics to track activities and traffic, so you can see what types of posts get the most response. 

http://www.facebook.com/business/


FacebookCustomized URL

A customer clicks this to 
become a “follower”

Basic business info
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Facebook is the largest social network by far.  Most people who use social media are on Facebook.  Multiple uses including; posting content and ideas, sharing images and videos, receiving feedback through responses, polls and surveys.  There is a distinction between personal pages and business pages and tools vary depending on the choice.  Some companies use Facebook as the main communication channel or as a replacement for a website including conducting selling.  If so, you must understand the distinction between a business and a personal page.  The page also provides analytics to track activities and traffic.



Typical Facebook Posts
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Here are examples of two different types of posts.  The first is helpful because the reader gets some value (the reminder that it’s a good time to top dress and mulch), and the company is able to make a subtle reference to a service they provide.The second is an article that is related to the company’s focus, but doesn’t aim to sell a service. The benefit to this type of post is that the article might be shared by some of the company’s “followers.”  A friend of some of those followers might then also share the post, and the company’s name will be spread to people outside their immediate network. 



business.twitter.com/

Twitter Requires Conversing

• Great for customer service and other feedback
• Responsiveness is a must!
• So, don’t play unless you’ve got the time & interest
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Primarily used as a conversational means.Very dynamic in that there will be more posts and responses in close proximity. Useful in “listening” to comments about a business by monitoring or “following” tweets. Can be used for competitive analysis. There is a technique of using a hashtag (#) where Twitter will aggregate conversations on that topic. For example, #itcanwait will show conversations on AT&T’s program to discourage texting while driving.

https://business.twitter.com/


Customized URL

Basic business info

A customer clicks this to 
become a “follower”

Typical Twitter Page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Twitter business pages are similar to Facebook and other media sites, i.e., a custom web address, basic business info, and a mechanism for prospects and customers to choose to “follow” your postings.



topic

“handle”

Another user 
referencing 
Kombuchick

Another user 
referencing the 

topic

Typical Tweets
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Here are some sample tweets. The first is from a SCORE client, Kombuchick. Their tweet includes a reference to the topic “kombucha.”  This is a like a keyword – so their tweet might come up if someone is searching for this keyword.The second one is an example of another user referring to Kombuchick using their “handle.” In this example, SCORE is celebrating the business.  Customers might also do this – whether they are satisfied or annoyed. The third is an example of a completely unrelated user referencing the same topic as Kombuchick, using the hashtag.  If a user searches for #kombucha, this tweet might also come up, in addition to Kombuchick’s. 



Others
http://business.pinterest.com/
Mostly women sharing pictures 
related to themes of their choosing

www.linkedin.com/company/add/show
Mostly professionals, so particularly helpful to 
businesses that sell to businesses

www.youtube.com/yt/about/getting-started.html
Video sharing allows inexpensive demonstrations, 
e.g., product features/benefits, “some assembly 
required”, customer endorsements
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PintrestA photo pinning site where the concept is to contribute to themes of images. Used to share ideas visually.  Some industries benefit from having images such as a wedding boutique, photographers, or builders. The vast majority of users are women.  Can be important to drive traffic back to websites to transact or find solutions.LinkedInPrimarily a business to business environment to support professionals finding other professionals.  Can establish a person as an authority. Supports groups with common interests for networking and making connections that may result in sales or engagements.  Can maintain contact in an environment more professional than Facebook.  Used as a recruiting tool. YouTubeVideo and imagery is an increasingly important type of content. You Tube allows content of most any type to be published, something previously only possible by buying expensive television advertising. Opens up visual marketing at low cost and allows for rapid posting with little technical expertise. Low cost tools such as smart phones and digital cameras work for producing content.For best results, your videos should be useful and/or entertaining so consumers will be more likely to share them with others.  Potential video topics include product demonstrations, step-by-step instructions where “some assembly is required”,  interviews with industry experts, or customer testimonials.

http://business.pinterest.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/add/show
http://www.youtube.com/yt/about/getting-started.html


Daily Deal Sites
• Sites like Groupon And LivingSocial can create new sources 

of revenue and customers.
• Pros: 

– Attract new customers 
– Increase awareness as customers share their purchases virally. 
– Boost cash flow because you get paid now, when customers buy 

the deal, not later, when they redeem it. 
• Cons: 

– Daily deal volume can overwhelm your business. 
– Because the deal site takes a percentage of sales, it’s crucial to 

calculate your margins carefully to determine if a deal is 
worthwhile. 
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Viral “deal of the day” sites such as Groupon and LivingSocial  have become popular in the past few years. These sites help you harness the power of email and social media to attract new customers and create new sources of revenue for your business.  Consumers sign up to receive emails from daily deal sites featuring big discounts (up to 90 percent) off products and services from local businesses.  To create a sense of urgency, the deals are limited-time offers.  Consumers typically have just a few days to buy a voucher that they redeem at the business within a set time frame.  There’s also a social element, with sites encouraging consumers to share their deals on social media to attract even more buyers.  Daily deal sites don’t charge businesses to participate but instead take a percentage of each sale. Daily deal sites have pros and cons including: Pros: Daily deal sites are a good way to attract new customers to a local business. They can increase awareness of your business as customers share their purchases virally. They also boost cash flow because you get paid now, when customers buy the deal, not later, when they redeem it. Cons: If you’re not prepared, daily deal volume can overwhelm your business. Because the deal site takes a percentage of sales, it’s crucial to calculate your margins carefully to determine if a deal is worthwhile.  If you decide to use daily deals, make sure your business is adequately staffed and stocked, work with the deal site to craft a deal that will be profitable, and make sure your staff is prepared to offer stellar service to keep new customers coming back. 

https://www.grouponworks.com/
https://getfeatured.livingsocial.com/getfeatured/us
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Topics to blog about:

• Industry News
• Current Trends
• Tips & Advice
• News about the Biz
• Other Ideas?

• WordPress, TypePad and Movable Type are 
popular blogging tools

• If you don’t have time to do it yourself, 
Elance.com, Freelancer.com, or Guru.com are 
popular freelancer sites

Blogs Establish Credibility
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A blog is a place for business owners to post content.  You can start a standalone blog or incorporate a blog into your business website.  Before launching a blog, set goals for how you want it to help your marketing.  Blogs can help you promote your industry expertise, get media attention, attract customers, and help your website rank higher in search results. Before starting a blog, make sure you can handle the time commitment required.  To attract search engines to your blog, you need to put up at least one post (i.e., article) per week; most experts recommend posting at least three times a week.  You can enlist an employee or hire a freelance writer to create blog posts for you if you don’t have time. Topics you can blog about include: Industry news Your opinion about a current trend affecting your business Tips and advice to help your readers News about your business (new product launches, expansions, etc.) Report back from a conference or event you attended Interview with a key client or industry expert An event at your business Guest posts from owners of complementary businesses Popular blogging software tools include WordPress, TypePad and Movable Type. Their pre-designed templates and tools make it easy for even tech novices to start a blog.  If you need help creating content for your blog, you can look for freelance writers and bloggers at Elance.com, Freelancer.com, or Guru.com. 

http://www.wordpress.com/
http://www.typepad.com/
http://www.movabletype.com/
http://www.elance.com/
http://www.freelancer.com/
http://www.guru.com/


Finances



Why Invest in 
Financial Technology?

• Many small businesses “fly by the seat its pants” with manual 
systems lacking the ability to quickly and accurately monitor 
business health.

• Technology can help the business owner in the following ways:
– Speed up invoicing and collection
– Monitor business health at any point in time
– Keep accurate and readily-accessible records
– Quickly identify waste and inefficiencies
– Allow the business to be scalable
– Keep pace with competition or provide competitive advantage
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Businesspeople are often rightly skeptical about investing in technology.  Imagine how the first mass-produced mechanical adding machines were viewed as error-prone and clumsy to use!  Before implementing any type of technology or automation in the realm of finance, the business owner must first understand the financial transactions and processes that are critical to survival and growth.  Many small businesses “fly by the seat its pants” with manual systems lacking the ability to quickly and accurately monitor business health.  More importantly, implementation of technology can help the business owner better model and predict future financial trends and scenarios. Remember how business was done a few decades ago?  Business was done by pencil, typewriter and licking stamps.  Communication is now instantaneous.  Large amounts of information move at lightning speed via email and the Internet. Companies of all sizes have taken advantage of improved operations through the innovations in technology.  Where before a company could only do business on Main Street, technology has allowed any business access to a global market regardless of any storefront.The use of cell phones and smart phones has allowed businesspeople the flexibility to communicate regardless of location.  Customer response time is greatly improved with these tools.  Also consider that smart phones have the computing power that many personal computers would be envious of.  They also have the capability to run complex software applications. Technology can help the business owner in the following ways:Speed up invoicing and collection – to thrive, a business must invoice and collect as promptly as possible.  Using regular post adds several days to any collection transaction whereas electronic means, such as electronic data interchange (EDI), eliminates this latency. Monitor business health at any point in time – manual systems make it very difficult for a business owner to know what financial state the business is in at any particular point in time.  Not only that, any attempt to look into the future and predict trends is a painstaking process.  Modern electronic accounting and finance packages make this process much simpler and allow for testing different financial models with minimal additional effort. Keep accurate and readily-accessible records – accurate records are required by the Internal Revenue Service and necessary for the health of the business.  Tracking through manual means is very time consuming and prone to error.  Condensing such records electronically allows businesses to maintain records in a compact manner for safekeeping into the future.Quickly identify waste and inefficienciesAllow the business to be scalable – proven electronic systems can be easily replicated when business increases or when associated companies or franchises are created.Keep pace with competition or provide competitive advantage 



Know Before You Buy

• Work with your Accountant to determine best option for 
your Financial Systems
– Each business is unique, therefore you need to tailor your 

systems based on your unique business needs
• Preferably include Chart of Accounts, Invoicing, Inventory 

management (optional for some), Payroll service/interface, real 
reporting, full AR/AP, Tax tracking, etc.

• Consider integration needs (import/export) with other 
applications! – eCommerce, CRM, EDI, etc.

• Major choices:  Local version, network version or cloud based 
service? “Free” or Licensed?
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The most common choices for establishing your financial systems are the following:Quickbooks from Intuit (Multiple options, including Cloud version), Sage One, FreshBooks, Outright.com, Harvest, FreeAgent, AccountEdge, Xero, WaveAccountingCheck comparison, reviews and pricing at http://accounting-software-review.toptenreviews.com  



Collecting Payment

Bookkeeping

Operational Aids
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eCommerce

• Provides an ability to sell, but doesn’t require 
a website or your own payment system. 

• Good for home based businesses or as 
another sales channel for a retail shop.
– eBay, sells everything, both new and used
– Etsy, mostly arts and crafts
– Amazon, sells new commercial products
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You don’t need your own e-commerce site to sell online. There are many sites that enable independent businesses to sell products online, without requiring a website or your own payment system.  Amazon: sells new commercial productseBay: sells all kinds of products, both new and usedEtsy: sells primarily handmade or arts and crafts productsThese can be great sales outlets for home-based businesses or can be used as another sales channel for a retail shop. You can use these channels in lieu of your own e-commerce website, or use them as a “test market” to get a product out there and see how well it sells before you commit to creating your own e-commerce site.  If you do want to add e-commerce capabilities to your website, many of the providers mentioned in the “Your Business Website” section offer this service. ProStores, Shopify, Volusion and Yahoo! Merchant are other popular providers to try. These services provide one-stop solutions that include an e-commerce site, shopping cart software (the software that enables the checkout process) and the ability to accept credit or debit card payments online. 

http://csr.ebay.com/cse/start.jsf?nu=1
http://www.etsy.com/help/article/246
http://www.amazon.com/gp/seller-account/mm-product-page.html/ref=mm_soa_csnavt1?ie=UTF8&ld=AZSOAUSCSNavT1


PayPal Dominates Payments for Very Small 
Businesses

• Features:  Send/receive money from anyone with an email address
– Customer can pay by cash or credit card of their choice
– Fees are competitive, albeit a bit more
– Customer financial data details only visible to PayPal
– Creates invoices and shipping labels
– Even includes “shopping cart” features

• Consolidate items
• Specify color, size, shipment method

• Benefits:  
– Trivial to setup with minimal upfront fees
– Eliminates worries regarding protection of customer data
– Easy and cheap to setup product sales on website, unless dealing with tens of items

• “Free” providers:  n/a
• Market leaders:  PayPal
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Features:  When you are a very small business, like the majority of SCORE clients, even the setup costs of a Merchant Account to accept credit and debit cards may be overwhelming when just starting.  Admittedly, the new smartphone/tablet card readers are great if you are physically in the company of the paying customer.  (For completeness, we should note that PayPal also offers a free credit card reader that plugs into smartphones, etc.)  However, what do you do when they agree to buy in an email, or phone call, or on your new website?  PayPal is the overwhelming market leader for payments between individuals.You can send and/or receive money from anyone in the world that has an email address.  You do not have to get involved with how the customer paid PayPal.  It could be cash, e.g., a withdrawal from their checking account, or by any number of credit or debit card types.  Notably, all the customer’s financial data, e.g., contact information and account details, are only available to PayPal.  Their transaction fees may be a bit higher than other payment services, but they are still competitive, i.e., their premium is on the order of 0.5% or less.That premium is often offset to the smallish business owner by PayPal’s myriad other services that are mostly free.  For example, their system provides for the easy creation of invoices and related shipping labels.Even more important to clients who are only selling handfuls of products, PayPal provides easy “copy and paste” code that can be added to a website to support what is known as shopping cart functionality.  These include the ability to select the shipping method of a consolidated order of several products, each of which can have traits like color and size selected from dropdown lists.  We’ll be discussing more fully featured tools that support full online catalogs of hundreds of items in the next slide, but for many SCORE clients, these are overkill and an added expense.  Benefits:  When PayPal is used in conjunction with some of the “free” website hosts like Weebly or Wix, your clients can provide their customers with the key shopping cart benefits at almost no upfront expense.  A PayPal account is trivial to setup with minimal upfront fees.  Particularly for smallish startups, we’d advise them to start with PayPal and defer the upfront costs of other payment services until their business gets off its feet.  Finally, you can sleep easy at night because you don’t have to worry about the risk of liability due to someone stealing customer data from the client’s website.  It’s simply not there.

https://www.paypal.com/webapps/mpp/merchant


Shopping Cart Software Manages Online Sales

• Features:  Supports websites selling hundreds of products
– Supports the trend of shopping via the Internet
– Consolidates items into a single payment and shipment
– Saves purchases allowing return later to finish shopping 
– Removes products without deleting the entire order
– Can connect online inventory to show availability

• Benefits:  
– Allows business to concentrate on product details, not website look-and-feel
– Accommodates myriad customer choices (size, color, etc.)
– Allows seller to track what customers have bought and thus know what may 

interest a customer for the future

• “Free” providers:  Weebly incorporating PayPal, Wix, Opencart
• Market leaders:  GoDaddy, Yahoo, Homestead, Shopify
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Features:  We’ve discussed how PayPal can provide a shopping cart functionality in conjunction to easy-to-setup website hosts like Weebly and Wix.  However, this becomes a bit labor intensive when dealing with more than a few handfuls of items.  Fully-featured shopping cart software enables a business to focus on their business and not creating their website when offering customers hundreds of product choices.  The term derives from its basic feature of allowing customers to consolidate the purchase of several items into a single payment process.Shopping carts allow a potential customer to interrupt his purchase activity to return at a later time.  They also do not have to start over if they change their mind about an item.  The more elaborate systems even provide an online real-time connection to inventory status so customers have confidence that their purchase will not turn into a backorder.Benefits:  This class of software is what really enabled on-line shopping as customers know it today.  The business can focus on simply updating their product details.  The overall website structure is handled magically by this software.  The business’s unique look and feel can be quickly adapted from good-looking templates.  Customers can be provided almost total freedom in selecting product traits like size, colors, patterns, quantity, etc.Most notably, the business can track the overall purchase history of the customer, enabling them to project potential additional products which the customer might find attractive.  This purchase history is the key to the so-called targeted marketing practices stressed nowadays.“Free” specialized:  Weebly incorporating PayPal is still likely the most cost effective scheme for the very small businesses specializing in some handfuls of products.  Note also that Weebly recently added more complete shopping cart features as well, albeit at a charge.   Wix is another well-featured free website host.  Opencart, on the other hand, is a very fully-featured open-source product supporting as many products as the business has the time to input and manage.Market Leader:  GoDaddy, Yahoo, and Homestead are among the most popular providers of small business websites with a complete choice of competitively priced options.  Shopify specializes in the easy creation and operation of online stores.

http://www.weebly.com/
http://www.wix.com/website/templates/html/online-shop/1
http://www.opencart.com/
http://www.godaddy.com/
http://smallbusiness.yahoo.com/
http://www.homestead.com/
http://www.shopify.com/


Merchant Accounts Enable You 
to Get Paid by Cards

• Features:  Processes credit & debit cards and deposits cash in 
your bank account

– You can start with your current bank, but check competitors
– Typically involves $1000 of card readers & receipt printers
– Often involves monthly minimum fee
– Requires good personal/business credit

• Benefits:
– Invariably the lowest cost per transaction

• “Free”:  N/A, but very competitive, so get bids
• Market Leader:  Worldpay, First Data, Intuit
• Internet Processing:  Authorize.net
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Features:  OK, you’ve made the sale.  Now you have to get paid.  For many small businesses, cash (and maybe checks) is still king.  Let’s hope that isn’t just to avoid paying some taxes.  Regardless of the preferences of the business, most customers nowadays want the convenience and inherent record-keeping associated with the use of debit and credit cards.Merchant Accounts are the entities that will allow you to process these cards and get cash sent to the business’s bank account.  Most businesses start by asking their current bank to provide that service, but this is an extremely competitive field, so make sure that you get competitive quotes.Typically, each physical location where you wish to accept credit and debit cards will require the purchase of $1000 or so of equipment to read the cards and print receipts.  In addition to the per transaction fees, there is often a monthly minimum fee.The main problem with Merchant Accounts for some small businesses is that they require very good personal and business credit ratings.Benefits:  In spite of these non-trivial upfront costs and credit rating requirements, these Merchant Accounts invariably result in the lowest charge per transaction.“Free” specialized:  There are not any “free” providers of these services, but they are very competitive, so get multiple bids.Market Leader: Worldpay, First Data, and Intuit are among the leading providers for small businesses.Internet Processing:  Authorize.net is an affordable, card processor based in the “cloud”.

http://www.worldpay.us/
https://www.firstdata.com/en_us/home.html
http://payments.intuit.com/
http://www.authorize.net/


Smartphones/Tablets Eliminate Up-Front Costs to Accept 
Credit Cards

• Features:  Card readers simply plug into headphone jack
– Avoids $1000 or so hardware outlay for specialized card readers/printers
– Automatically texts a receipt to customers phone
– Immediate transmission of credit card transaction to Merchant Account 

services
– No credit check usually required

• Benefits:  
– Enables credit card sales

for the smallest of businesses
– Enables credit card sales for mobile workers
– Speeds up time to record a transaction

• “Free” providers:  Square, Intuit
• Market leaders:  PayPal, …
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Features: Plug-in credit card readers are a godsend to many small businesses.  They come in a variety of shapes, e.g., cylindrical, square, triangular, whatever, but the shapes are just a marketing gimmick.  The trick is that this hardware plugs into a smartphone’s or tablet’s audio jack and creates “audio” signals when a card is swiped.  Software then interprets this “audio” and thus reads the card’s contents.Customers use their finger or stylus to scribble their name on the device’s screen to “sign” for the payment, thus qualifying the purchase for the much cheaper “card present” transaction fees.  The customer, in turn, is then texted and/or emailed a receipt.  The transaction is immediately sent to the supporting Merchant Account services.For many very small business owners, another major feature and benefit is that there is usually no credit check required of the business or owner.Benefits:  These plug-in readers are currently being given away for free by most, if not all, providers.  Because of the lack of a credit check, their transaction fees are slightly higher, although most providers give the business a choice of whether to pay a monthly fee to get a somewhat lower per transaction rate.  These pricing alternatives commonly have a breakeven of $1500 or so in monthly sales.  Note that some may also charge additionally if the card is a reward card.These readers particularly enable each mobile worker (think flea market) to accept credit and debit cards and wastes minimal time recording the sale (think back to filling out those manual credit card slips).“Free” specialized:  Square and Intuit are “free” in the sense of the reader is free.  Since the functionality in these payment systems is all in the software, it will surely be evolving, so make sure to compare the software, not just the fees.PayPal is also “free” in that it is rebating the $15 charge for its reader.  Currently, it offers a bit more services, like invoicing and direct cash deposits, but all this software and services will evolve quickly, so our advice to compare remains.

https://squareup.com/
http://www.intuit-gopayment.com/pricingoptions/welcome-390AW-6067DV.html?respondentkey=DFIZ267E&currentyear=2013&cid=ppc_google_payments_intuit-brand_top-terms_us_pc_g-s_intuit-card-reader-exact_intuit-card-reader_exact&timestampkey=130209255421767256
https://www.paypal.com/home


POS is Much More Than a Cash Register
• Features:  Point-of-Sale (POS) ties income to products

– Captures product specifics, quantities, time, and price
– Automatically reduces inventory
– Tracks employee productivity
– Integrates cash and credit transactions
– Typically cost about $1500 per station vs. $500 for a register

• Benefits:  
– Cash register just knows you sold $xxx today
– POS knows what products, sold when, by whom, for what price, 

compared to what cost
– Projects re-order needs

• “Free” providers: Regit Express
• Market leaders:  QuickBooks POS, RetailPro
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Features:  Point-of-Sale (POS) systems tie together a bar code reader, a cash register drawer, a credit card reader, a PC and monitor, and some specialized software to provide a business with much more information regarding their operating details.  The bar code reader enables the capture of each and every product sold along with its time and location of sale and its price.  Thus, it can commonly reduce inventory automatically.  It also can integrate both cash and credit transactions.  The downside of this improved information is an upfront cost that’s typically $1000 or so more expensive than a simple cash register and a continuing labor investment of inputting inventory and bar code information into the system.Benefits:  Nevertheless, the payoff is quite substantial.  Remember, a cash register just knows that you sold $xxx today.  POS knows precisely what products were sold when and where, by whom, for what price, at what markup/discount.  Now the business owner can truly quantify just what are really their best sellers, which provide the most profit, which locations are the most productive, etc.  It’s no longer folklore and gut feel.This software also helps at the front end of the inventory process by projecting when you’ll need to re-order to avoid being out of stock while operating with minimal inventory levels.“Free” specialized:  Regit Express is a free offering that’s evolved over 30 years.Market Leader:  QuickBooks POS is widely used in small business because it trivially integrates with the market-leading accounting software.  RetailPro, as the name implies, specializes in supporting retail businesses.

http://www.free-pos-software.com/
http://intuitpayments.com/POS
http://www.retailpro.com/
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• The IRS only cares about 21 categories of expenses

 Cost of Goods Sold
 Returns and Adjustments
 Advertising
 Car and Truck Expenses
 Commissions and Fees
 Contract Labor
 Employee Benefits
 Insurance (not health)
 Interest (mortgage, etc.)
 Legal and Professional Services
 Office Expenses
 Rent or lease of business equipment
 Rent or purchase of business space
 Repairs and Maintenance
 Supplies
 Taxes and Licenses
 Business Meals and Entertainment
 Business Travel
 Utilities
 Wages – including your own
 Other Expenses – not covered above

• Our first technology recommendation is a 
Pendaflex folder

• Just save all your receipts into one of 
these categories

• Doesn’t matter how frequently
• As you move to simple software, e.g., 

Quicken Home & Business, that’s still all 
you must track

• More granular detail and time phasing is 
your choice for improved visibility

Start with Organizing for the Tax Man
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Let’s start with the basics, i.e., what is the minimum data needed to satisfy the IRS?  It turns out, they only care that you can categorize your expenses into twenty-one (21) categories:  Cost of Goods Sold, Returns and Adjustments, Advertising, Car and Truck Expenses, Commissions and Fees, Contract Labor, Employee Benefits, Insurance (not health), Interest (mortgage, etc.), Legal and Professional Services, Office Expenses, Rent or lease of business equipment, Rent or purchase of business space, Repairs and Maintenance, Supplies, Taxes and Licenses, Business Meals and Entertainment, Business Travel, Utilities, Wages – including your own, and Other Expenses – not covered above.  Add a couple of other categories related to income and a couple related to depreciable assets, and you have all the IRS needs.Of course, if you ever get audited, the IRS expects you to have detailed evidence to substantiate those category entries.  This leads to our first “technology” recommendation:  Buy a Pendaflex folder.  Save your receipts or other evidence into a compartment labeled with one of these categories.  Note also that the IRS doesn’t really care when in the year these actions occurred; just the year-end totals, so it doesn’t matter how often you organize your backup evidence.  For many of your smallest business clients, this will be a major improvement in beginning to understand their financial status.For many clients, the next step is some form of simple, so-called single-entry bookkeeping software.  The most common is Quicken Home & Business.  This basically adds customer management and invoicing features to the consumer-market-leading Quicken software.  While not mandatory as far as the IRS is concerned, using such software in a timely manner with more granularity allows you to begin to acquire more insight into your operations. For example, you can use subcategories within Quicken to get more visibility, e.g., you can break out Utilities into electricity, water, internet, landline phone, cellphone, gas, etc.  Timely data entry provides visibility into income and expense variations throughout the year.  For example, Florida businesses have to deal with a phenomenon known as “snowbirds”.  These are visitors who return most every year in the fall and winter for a stay of only a few months.  As such, Florida businesses have a substantial variation in monthly revenue, even though there may not be much of a variation in expense levels through the year.Timely data entry is made much easier because it can be mostly automatic.  Most banks and credit card issuers provide a mechanism to automatically download individual payment and receipt records, so the process mainly involves selecting a category to associate each entry.  Normally, you only need to do this a few times as these tools also memorize related transactions.  You can also automatically generate estimates/invoices and pay bills directly from this software.  You can create budgets to monitor your actuals compared to your plan, projecting issues before the fact, rather than simply reacting.  Finally, you can automatically export this detailed data to prepare your tax returns using the companion TurboTax software.

http://quicken.intuit.com/personal-finance-software/home-and-small-business.jsp


General Ledger is Your Financial 
Foundation

• Features:  What most 
laypersons would call 
Bookkeeping
– Financials
– Budgeting
– Cash Flow 
– Balance Sheet 
– Income Statement

“Free” providers: 
NolaPro, TurboCASH, BS1 General Ledger

Market leaders: QuickBooks, Sage

• Benefits: Insights into 
“making payroll”, debt 
repayment, etc.
– Bankers: cash flow
– Owners: profitability
– Visibility enabling 

control of overhead 
expenses

– Investors focus on 
leveraging ratios
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Features: The General Ledger is the term used by accountants for the basic set of “books” kept by a “bookkeeper”.  It basically tracks all the income and expenses related to a business, primarily in terms of bank-related transactions, i.e., the receipt and writing of checks and cash.All these financial transactions can be viewed in a variety of ways.  Probably the most important to bankers as well as the business owner who may be living hand-to-mouth is called a “cash flow statement”.  It literally tells you over time where your cash is coming from and going to.  The “income statement” is another common view that focuses on the business’s profitability.  Lastly, the “balance sheet” considers all the assets and liabilities of the business to determine its current net worth.  These various views are needed by all the stakeholders of a business, e.g., lenders, investors, owners, managers, etc., although each tends to focus on certain subsets of the entire picture.Benefits: As noted, bankers tend to focus on cash flow as that is key to determine how much working capital is needed, particularly when starting, and then indicates their prospects of being repaid.  Owners would like to focus on profitability, but often find themselves also focusing on cash flow, e.g., in order to make payroll or pay suppliers.  Owners also need to not just monitor, but manage, their overhead expenses.  Investors tend to focus of so-called leveraging ratios based mainly on numbers in the income statement and balance sheet.“Free” specialized:  These are untested and not endorsed by SCORE, but rather an example of what is available for free or a minimum maintenance fee.  NolaPro, TurboCASH, BS1 General Ledger are all so-called open-source software, so there is no up-front cost for the software.  If the business is technically astute, they can likely install and configure these themselves.  However, even though the software is free and generally has free user self-help forums, there are also invariably companies associated with each that provide hand-holding and other support for reasonable fees.Market Leader:  QuickBooks is the market leader and goes far beyond just General Ledger functionality, as also does Sage.

http://www.nolapro.com/index.html
http://www.turbocash.net/index.php
http://www.dbsonline.com/gl.htm
http://quickbooks.intuit.com/
http://na.sage.com/Sage-50-Accounting-US/


Manage Suppliers & Customers with 
Accounts Payable/Receivables 

• Features:
– Track vendors and payables
– Pay bills and track money due
– Invoice customers
– Track basic customer data

• Benefits:
– Accounts receivables: quantity of cash, goods, or services owed to a business
– Accounts payable: money which a company owes to sellers for products and 

services
– Customer data and customer buying information can be key to developing 

reselling or new product offering leads
– Alarms & triggers maximize retained cash while also maximizing payment 

discounts
– Aging reports enable focus on most delinquent payees

• “Free” providers:  TurboCASH, NolaPro
• Market leaders: QuickBooks, Sage
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Features:  General Ledger focuses on cash and checks.  Accounts Payable & Receivables tracks and manages the business’s credit obligations, i.e., who is owed (Payable) and who is owing (Receivables).  Properly managing these credit accounts can often make or break a business.  It is unfortunately not uncommon for a small business to be “profitable”, but unable to make payroll, because they can’t collect what they are owed in a timely manner.  Small businesses must deal with a variety of entities, notably including most governmental agencies, which pride themselves on “cash management”, which is a euphemism for “slow-paying”.However, “cash management” is also something that a small business owner must be careful to practice.  The classic example is maximizing the so-called float provided by its creditors.  Notably, most creditors will offer a discount if their bill is paid in, say, less than 30 days.  The trick then is obviously to pay it on the 29th day.  But, the business needs something to recognize and alert the owner when such actions must be taken.Benefits:  Inherent in tracking who owes you money is customer data and buying practices that are the easiest, most productive leads for new sales.  There have been a variety of studies showing it is factors cheaper (say, 4-10 times) to sell to an existing customer rather than capture a new customer.Good software easily tracks and provides alerts that let the business maximize its retained cash while also maximizing its payment discounts from suppliers.  Finally, so-called Aging Reports highlight and helps the business focus on its most delinquent payers.“Free” specialized:  We’re going to suggest the same providers that we offered for General Ledger as Accounts Payable/Receivables are the credit counterpart needed by any non-cash-only business.  Thus, one can start with TurboCASH and NolaPro. Market Leader:  Likewise, QuickBooks and Sage are popular integrated packages.

http://www.turbocash.net/index.php
http://www.nolapro.com/index.html
http://quickbooks.intuit.com/
http://na.sage.com/Sage-50-Accounting-US/


With Employees Comes Payroll
• Features:

– Track hours: working, idle, vacation, sick, …
– Track tasks: per product, per client, per project
– Collection of health benefit premiums and 

employee contribution to their IRA fund
– Calculate various taxes
– Annual government reports
– Pay Employees

• Benefits:
– Data (hours and task tracking) can be key indicators of employee performance
– Timely payment of payroll taxes to the government
– Timely development of annual earning reports for the employee
– Facilitates insurance carrier audits re liability and workers comp premiums

• “Free” providers:  TimeTrex
• Market leaders:   ADP, Paychex, Intuit
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Features:  The good news about dealing with employees is that it means the small business has grown beyond what the owner could handle by themselves.  The bad news is that they expect to be paid.  Actually, paying their salary or hourly wage is likely the easiest part of the payroll problem.  It’s the so-called “fringe benefits” that can be an administrative nightmare without good technology.  Fringe benefits include the accommodation of non-productive time like vacations, sick leave, training, jury duty, etc. as well as all the non-salary costs needed to attract the employee, like medical, insurance, IRA’s, 401K’s, workmen’s comp, and finally servicing all the various income tax authorities.Payroll systems invariably start with some form of time and attendance tracking tool, typically an equivalent of the historical time clock, although today it is liable to be an app on a smartphone or an electronic form on a PC.  These apps at least capture all the non-productive activities, like sick leave, and some go beyond that into actually breaking down and capturing specific productive tasks.We suspect that most business owners mainly want help in automating all the capturing, reporting, and payments related to taxes and fringes.  There are a host of different tax rates, governmental reports, and management of benefits requiring myriad precise calculations.Benefits:  Payroll software first and foremost assures both the owner and their employees that their pay and benefits are properly calculated.  Beyond employees getting paid correctly and timely, it also enables the possibly more important timely payments to various taxing authorities and benefit providers.  Likewise, almost all these entities require annual reports, such as W-2 forms, prepared promptly.  Payroll records are also essential when being audited regarding things like liability and workmen's comp premiums.  Monitoring attendance records, along with possibly task reporting, is also key to assessing employee productivity, e.g., who’s the slacker, who’s more than carrying their weight?“Free” specialized:  TimeTrex is the most popular payroll package on www.sourceforge.net.  It’s averaging over 500 free downloads per week.Market Leader:  ADP is the market leader in payroll, but Paychex and Intuit also have large, satisfied followings.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/timetrex/?source=directory
http://www.adp.com/solutions/services/payroll-services.aspx
http://www.paychex.com/payroll-taxes/small-business-payroll-services/
http://payroll.intuit.com/payroll_services/online_payroll.jsp
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Inventory Must Be Managed
• Features:

– Track products, material,  WIP
• Recommend being selective since not all are worth tracking
• Focus on high dollar value, long lead time, items key to product delivery

– Cost versus selling prices
– Where purchased and/or used
– Monitor “turns”

• Benefits:
– Manage the asset value of the inventory
– Help identify the Economic Order Quantity for each asset in the inventory
– Provides tools to effectively support a periodic physical inventory with method 

to manage the discrepancy from an accounting perspective

• “Free” providers:  InFlow, InventoryManager, POS Maid
• Market leaders:  InFlow
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Features:  If you’ve got expensive tools that get checked in and out of a stockroom, or are a business selling more than a few handfuls of products, then you need something to manage that inventory.  As with most of our recommendations, you should be selective in just what you track.  Items with a high dollar value, those with a long lead time to procure and receive, and items that are critical to the function of your main product deliveries are where you can start.  Nowadays, with the prevalence of bar coding, it’s feasible to go beyond these basics, but let the 90/10 rule work for you.  That is, one invariably can get 90% of a result for 10% of the effort by focusing on just these important items.Good inventory systems also allow you to track your costs versus your selling prices along with where the item was purchased and/or used.  Monitoring your inventory “turns” is a key productivity and management indicator, i.e., what is the ratio of the annual revenue related to your inventory compared to your average inventory cost.Benefits:  Inventory is one of the most common bottomless pits of cash for a small business.  Historically, you need inventory in order to make sales, unless the business happens to be an online sales entity fronting some drop-shippers.  These inventory management tools enable a business to monitor its actual inventory usage.  This enables the calculation of so-called Economic Order Quantities.  While the specifics typically differ depending on the industry involved and types of products, businesses should try to manage some number of weeks or months (but definitely not years) of inventory usage.  Invariably when such inventory systems are emplaced, large amounts of excessive inventory are discovered that can then be managed down over time.  Since inventory is just tying up cash, all phases of the business invariably benefit.Additionally, businesses with lots of products invariably need to take a periodic physical inventory.  This technology simplifies the process and eases the financial accommodation of “shrinkage”, “damaged”, “obsolete”, and the like.“Free” specialized:  InFlow has a free version suitable for very small businesses, but that also can be scaled up as the business grows.  InventoryManager is even simpler and more relevant to toolrooms.Market Leader:  InFlow was the top-rated inventory package on toptenreviews.com. 

http://www.inflowinventory.com/
http://www.simple-im.com/
http://download.cnet.com/PoS-Maid/3000-2067_4-10555676.html
http://www.inflowinventory.com/


Time & Billing is Key to Service Businesses

• Features: Key to professionals and skilled tradesmen
that bill customers for “time & material” (T&M)
– Track hours to specific customers/projects
– Track hours by employee
– Compare true costs to individual prices

• Benefits:
– Over time, enables refined job costing and project estimates
– Provides the ability to track profitability at the job/project level
– Enables tailoring of estimate and invoice formats per client desires

• “Free” providers:   Toggl, TimeTrex, MakeSomeTime
• Market leaders:  Kronos, Replicon, BillQuick
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Features:  We’ve already discussed the use of time and attendance software in conjunction with payroll systems that are primarily involved with tracking the details of non-productive time, with productive time usually treated as just one big lump.  Time and Billing software focuses then on breaking out and tracking the details of productive time.  Most commonly, this is needed by professionals, like lawyers, computer programmers, engineers, and the like as well as skilled tradesmen like plumbers and electricians.  These businesses primarily charge customers on a so-called T&M (time and material) basis.  Since they are primarily getting paid for their time, it is critical that good records be kept that can withstand a customer’s jaundiced review.  In addition, material costs that are unique to the customer, like travel and printing, must also be captured.The billing aspects arise because customers must be charged not just for the employees’ wages and their related fringe benefits, but most also be billed sufficiently to cover so-called overhead costs, like rent, utilities, equipment depreciation, support employees like bookkeepers and IT staff and receptionists, along with non-trackable expenses like postage.  These costs are typically rolled up into some average labor rates for various skills and levels of experience.  These then get combined with the direct hour records along with hopefully some profit into an itemized bill for the customer.Benefits:  These tools provide the quantified feedback between the costs and the quoted prices that management needs to refine their pricing.  Obviously the goal is to be both competitive and profitable, but without knowing your costs compared with your prices, one can be leaving far too much money on the table or can be working very hard with little to show for it.  These tools also usually enable a business to customize their estimate and billing formats to match the desires/demands of their customers.  Freeware versions:  Toggl allows users to track the time spent on various projects and analyze productivity.  It’s cloud-based and can be up and running quickly.  TimeTrex provides online tracking, quoting, and invoicing for freelancers and teams.  MakeSomeTime is another offering.Market Leader:  Kronos is long recognized as one of the top time and attendance systems.  Time management, labor tracking, and data collection and other optional modules and compatible electronic devices are available.  Replicon is a cloud-based time and billing solution and was the highest rated by toptenreviews.com.  BillQuick is available as both desktop and cloud-based.

http://www.toggl.com/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/timetrex/
http://makesometime.com/
http://www.kronos.com/
http://www.replicon.com/time-attendance
http://www.bqe.com/


A Job Cost System is Key to Profitable Pricing

• Features:  Key to contractors that bid and bill on a “fixed 
price” basis
– Track detailed labor, material, and subcontractor expenses
– Develop a detailed data base of actual costs at the job/project level

• Benefits:
– Avoid huge losses
– Use historical data to better estimate new projects
– Provides ability to track actual costs to estimated costs

at the job/project level

• “Free” providers:  Job Costing Tracking
• Market leaders:  Estimation, QuickBooks for Contractors
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Features:  Contractors in a variety of industries have a different pricing problem.  They typically are required to competitively bid for jobs on a fixed-price basis, and their income is in the form of progress payments.  That is, their billings have nothing to do with their costs, but only relate to progress on their job.  In addition, their costs also may not be dominated by in-house labor, but commonly involve substantial material costs, often taken from inventory, as well as subcontracted labor and material.  Thus, while the in-house labor costs must be estimated and tracked similar to the T&M jobs previously discussed, these are rarely disclosed to a customer.  Instead, these various cost elements must be combined and tied to events or products associated with progress on the job.These Job Cost Systems then extend the functionality of the Time & Billing systems and Inventory Management systems to first estimate and then track the key cost constituents in a job.  This detail is not needed for the customer, although some will invariably ask, but rather for the business’s managers.  Over time, they provide a detailed data base of actual costs for major job elements that can then provide a sound basis for new bids.Benefits:  The good news about fixed-priced jobs is that one can make a lot of money.  Remember, price is no longer related to cost.  The only thing really constraining your profit are competitors.  The bad news about fixed-price jobs is that you can lose your shirt… particularly if your bids are based on gut feels and SWAG’s (scientific wild-assed guesses).  This technology provides the historical data enabling bids based on extrapolation from facts, not guesses.  It also provides the means to track your actual costs to your bids while a project is ongoing.  This enables managers to forecast results and try to do something about issues while there is still time, rather than be limited to reacting after the fact.“Free” specialized:  Job Costing Tracking is another free T&M system that could be adequate for small businesses without much subcontracting needs.Market Leader:  Estimation is the top rated application on toptenreviews.com for commercial estimating software, but QuickBooks for Contractors has a large market share.

http://www.jobcardtracking.com/
http://www.maxwellsystems.com/products/estimating/estimation
http://quickbooks.intuit.com/product/accounting-software/contractor-accounting-software/


Integrated Software
• Quite fully featured overall

– Like most jack-of-all-trades, it is sometimes the master of none
– Few small businesses actually make use of many, much less most, 

all its features

• Avoids data re-entry because it’s integrated
• QuickBooks is the clear market leader

– Lots of proficient QuickBooks users for help when needed
– Lots of affordable training available, including from SCORE

• Other integrated offerings include Sage50 nee Peachtree,  
Sage DacEasy as well as the “free” NolaPro.

• Yet others, many cloud-based, include FreshBooks, Outright, 
FreeAgent, AccountEdge, Xero, WaveAccounting
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Now, we have a confession to make.  We’ve spent a lot of time citing excellent examples of specialized software for each of the major financial functions.  They have large, satisfied customer bases.  However, the truth is that the overwhelming majority of small businesses that use full-blown, double-entry bookkeeping software use an integrated product called QuickBooks.  It is a jack-of-all-trades and, thus sometimes the master of none.  That is, it may well lack some of the bells and whistles of the specialized tools.  In practice, this is not much of a shortcoming because most QuickBooks users do not use many, much less most, of its features.  As we’ve stated repeatedly, that is, in fact, a good thing.  Each business should always tailor its usage to where it can get a sufficient return from its effort.You also need to avoid manual data re-entry as its both expensive to perform and invariably a source of errors that must then be reconciled.  That may be the main benefit of integrated tools like QuickBooks, as there is no reentry.Because of its market dominance, there are many QuickBooks users from whom your clients can get experienced advice.  Further, there is a lot of inexpensive training available to clients, including from most SCORE chapters.Nevertheless, we would be remiss if we did not cite a couple of other integrated offerings from Sage.  Sage50 is a renamed and tweaked version of the popular product previously called Peachtree Accounting.  Likewise, Sage also offers the DacEasy product as well.  Both were rated well at www.toptenreviews.com.  Recall as well, NolaPro was an integrated “free” offering.There are also a host of newer, usually more cosmetically pleasing offerings, most of which are based in the so-called cloud.

http://www.quickbooks.com/
http://na.sage.com/sage-50-accounting-us
http://na.sage.com/Sage-DacEasy/
http://www.nolapro.com/
http://www.freshbooks.com/
http://www.outright.com/
http://www.freeagent.com/
http://www.accountedge.com/
http://www.xero.com/
http://www.waveaccounting.com/
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In summary, our message remains that one should indeed apply this technology, but only in a manner tailored to the primary needs of each specific business.  Once a business gets beyond the use of a Pendaflex™ folder to organize their checks and receipts for the taxman, all would benefit from the management visibility of a General Ledger.  The simplest to use is Quicken Home & Business, but most small businesses use the affordable integrated software tool, QuickBooks.  The next step we suggest depends on the type and primary needs of the business.Businesses with lots of suppliers should first add the accounts payable and receivable function invariably also provided by their selected General Ledger tool.  Recall, tools like TurboCASH do for credit what General Ledger did for cash and checks.  When the business grows enough to add employees, payroll software like Paychex handles the related processing and reporting for fringe benefits, taxes, and the like.  Dealing with lots of products, whether directly for sale in Retail or consumed by Service business projects, is best handled by Inventory software like InFlow.Managing that material consumption and tracking person-hours expended on specific customer tasks is best provided by Time & Billing software like Replicon for T&M billing of customers of professionals and skilled customers.  The fixed-price bids of contractors is facilitated by Job Cost software like Estimation.  Leveraging the purchase history in your financial data is provided by CRM software like Insightly.Moving beyond these expense tools, technology also aids in getting paid.  Merchant Account providers like Worldpay are key to turning credit and debit card transactions into cash.  The recent introduction of plug-in card readers for tablets and smartphones by Square, Intuit, and PayPal let the smallest of small, even mobile, businesses accept cards… even without a stellar personal or business credit rating.Point-of-Sale systems provide the owner the detailed facts regarding exactly what was sold, when, by whom, where, with what gross margin that is needed to truly manage their business’s revenue.  Shopping Cart software like Opencart  and Shopify provides the comparable functionality for eCommerce websites, enabling the customer convenience expected of this evolving sales channel.Again, we emphasize in closing that these cited providers are just examples that should be competitively evaluated.  We find www.toptenreviews to be particularly helpful in that regard.  Also recall that TechSoup provides extremely substantial discounts on name-brand technology for not-for-profit businesses.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When presenting to SCORE mentors only, this slide should be substituted for slide 1.
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Presentation Notes
When presenting to SCORE mentors, this survey should be inserted into the opening pre-training survey sequence.
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Presentation Notes
When presenting to SCORE mentors, this survey should be inserted into the closing post-training survey sequence.



Overview

Resources
• Workbook: 

https://score.app.box.com/s/8tf2tksjs9syzx8jk1ez/1/1574150087/13965170097/1

• Handouts: 
https://score.app.box.com/s/8tf2tksjs9syzx8jk1ez/1/1574150087/13965209431/1

• Website: http://volunteer.score.org/vc/business-technology-program

(Make sure that you are not already logged in when you click on these links)

• Contact Me:
 Jim Karam, Pasco-Hernando SCORE Chapter 439
 jim@karam.com or www.karam.com
 352-585-5208 (cell) or 352-592-5291 (home)
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Presentation Notes
When presenting to SCORE mentors, this resources slide should be inserted as the closing slide, just after the financial summary and just before the post-training survey sequence.  Obviously, the contact info should be edited as well.Click on the hotlinks above to obtain the well-written 30+ page Workbook that slickly covers the same material as this PowerPoint presentation, albeit with somewhat fewer hotlinks but usually more complete text.  There’s another 40 pages or so of 1-2 page Handouts on a variety of topics that we list below.  Finally, all of these materials can be accessed from the Volunteer Center Website when you need more copies.Overview:Business Process Map Worksheet�Creating a Technology Plan Worksheet�How-To: How to Leverage Technology in Your Business�SWOT Analysis WorksheetMarketingHow-to Guide: How to Be Found Online�How-to Guide: How to Market With Ratings and Review Sites�How-to Guide: How to Market With Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn�How-to Guide: How to Market With Online Videos�How-to Guide: How to Use Viral Deal Sites to Create New Cash Flow Sources�How-to Guide: How to Market With Blogs�How-to Guide: How to Choose a Domain Name That Drives Traffic�How-to Guide: How to Choose a Web Hosting Company�How-to Guide: Important Things to Consider When Building Your Own Website �How-to Guide: How to Analyze Your Competitors’ Websites�How-to Guide: How to Choose a Web Development Team�How-to Guide: How to Create Effective Web Content�Website AssessmentSales:How-to Guide: How to Market With Email Newsletters�How-to Guide: How to Use Web Analytics�How-to Guide: How to Add E-commerce to Your WebsiteFinance:Financial Software Summary Chart �How-to Guide: How to Assess the Cost of Technology Solutions�How-to Guide: How to Use Technology to Speed Customer Payments

https://score.app.box.com/s/8tf2tksjs9syzx8jk1ez/1/1574150087/13965170097/1
https://score.app.box.com/s/8tf2tksjs9syzx8jk1ez/1/1574150087/13965170097/1
https://score.app.box.com/s/8tf2tksjs9syzx8jk1ez/1/1574150087/13965209431/1
https://score.app.box.com/s/8tf2tksjs9syzx8jk1ez/1/1574150087/13965209431/1
http://volunteer.score.org/vc/business-technology-program
http://volunteer.score.org/vc/business-technology-program
mailto:jim@karam.com
http://www.karam.com/
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